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ABSTRACT" ,

. .%ReasgnA for leaving the profession -of medical
technology were determined ihrtiqh a survey of Bjotechnologists1
attitudes and demographic characteristics. Infotkation was obtained
on the age of respOnOnts, yeaeof .certification, number of years
experience as a medioil technologist, and number of years as a member
of the American Society for Medical Technology. The sakple was 74.4
percent female and 25.3 percent male:: the wean age of the sample was

' 3,1 years.; the mean year of certification vas 1972; -land the mean
mu t m* of years of experience as a edical technologist was 4.5
yeaod. The sample Vas coiposed largely of baccabiureate degree
people.. Infatuation was also obtained on the laboratory setting at
their last place of employment, the 4m.ployment capacity at laSt
em.plo ent,. current emplopent status, and type of emploilent. The
data f the total study sample were 'divided into two groups for
analysis. Data from the domestic group indicated that only f4ctors
that. pelted to home` and family responsibilities Afluenced their

_. professional attrition. Data from the nondomestic group indicated
that the primary factors contributing to their attrition were
job=related in terms.of little satisfaction of the' need for

,

7self-actualieation. Study results suggest that a clearer definition
of the role of the medical tec nologist in heaith ca.* delivery ih
needbd, and that an evaluation of the educational standards for the

_preparatron of the, medical technoloilst be undertaken. A bibliography
,is.ahended. (SW)
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ABSTRACT

Despite the enormous growth the Med cal Technology profession has .

enjoyed since Word War II, it is often, fficult to fill vacant posi-

tions. Evidence has indicated that this labor. shortage may be concgn-

.trl al Ahe technblogist level.. One means of alleViating this

c dition is to investigate the causes o1f attrttion at this level. A
. .

escriptive study watdesigned in whidbiln medical technologists, who

identified themselves as dissociated from the profevion, wergsur-
.

veyed to determine their reasons for leaving. The date 0,109 total

sample Were divided into twoydups for analysis. Data frod.the

Domestic-Group indicated that only fictors which related to home And

family respOnsibilities influenced their prof4sional attrition. Data

/

fromettOon-Domestic Group indicated that the primary factors >.gr

A contributing to their attrition were job related in terms of'deficiency

of satisfaction of the need of self-actualization. The results of this
.

study suggest that a clearer definition of the role of the medical'

'technologist.in health carelielivery is needed, and that an evaluatior

of the educational standards for the _preparation of the medical tech-
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I. Introduction
IS

4
I

The growth and change of.the health care delivery system in this country

has been the topic of many papers and studies prepared and/conducted by pro-

. ;7 1')

fessionals within that system, as well as those DM economic and political

persuasions.' Included in the growth of this s'y tem is the growth in the anti-
.

Gloated numbers of health pro fessionals required/to maintain it.

Medical thechnology is an allied, health profession exoeriencinq a shortage

of professionals even though it has hived increasing numbers of these pro-

fessionals since the-end of World War II. This is evidenced by the fact that '). .

.
it is often difficult to fill vacant pgsitions whiq'cis a °classic triterion of

a labor shottage".13
. .

It is difficult toknow if this shortage exists at any particular level of

laboratory workers because most of the reported data in the literature relate to
. .. .

'all levels of medichl technolOgy workers: Medical Technologist, Medical tabora-
.

1 ,-
.

.b
..

k -tory Techhician,' Certified Lboratory Assistant, Cytotechnologist and Histo-
.

techdologist. Jetwald, however, cites the study of Franke, et
,

al. (1968) which

indicates that the shortage may be concentrated at the technologist level.6 This
. is

f

.findihg is Supported by.stUdies which also indicate a higher number of vacant

:Funded positions at the medical technologist level din at the other levels within ,

. - e

.".- medical technology.2,5 . '
f . . r .

.9,, Ai %

. _There are also data which suggest that the ,schools of medital technolo
. , . I .. ,

cannot provide enough graduates to:meet new demands for medical technologists

and to replace those lost through attrition." These daI ti, together with the

. .opinion alit* many professional medical technologist educatort-that epplictions 1
g/11-

.- ...1

to th schools of mediCil technology are declining,t1furtiler establishes the reality
. ,.

(
.of the technologist shortage and indicates it may Woken.

S.
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Jmirald alludes to several prpposal which Locus on alleviating this shortage.
,

ftewhichispertinenttothisstUdyconcernstaoping.the number ofeirkned, bat

inactive technologists for,Wurn to practice. The researcher's opinion is that

a cordliary to this ()Won must be the investigation of the.camses of attrition
.w.

at the technologist level. e

.
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II. Definition of Terms

Professional Attrition

She purpose of this "research is to serve as a descriptive study to identify

those facto rs which influence attrition from the medical 'technology. profession,

Pirofe;ional Attrition is operatiohalbr ddln0, in thti study, as the loss of

individuals from gainful employment is medical technologists. This includes those

individuals who are no longer inVolved with the content or'skills of the medical

technologist practitioner, educatop0b; administratoras they pertain to functions

within clinical, research, or inddstrtallaboratories.

Self-actualization is a human need as described by Maslow's tiisexarchial theory

of hurep4needs.8 It was operationally defiried.hy'Jeswald as the opportunity to

develop new skills and knowledge, the challenge of laboratory work, to the indivi-

dual's abilities; the feeling pf worthwhile accomplishment in the laboratory position.6

term is used similarly'iri this study.

Esteem,is a"human n ed as described by Maslow's hierarchial theory of human

needs.-
0

It was operation 11 Y defined by Jeswald as the feeling of self-respect
.

. /

obtained from the laboratd position; the prestiOlof the position outside the.

h pital (i.e.,the puhlic); the superidr's appreciation of work done; the reconni-
N\

tiorrvenr-lay. werlors for od-ideas or good work.6 The term's used similar

in this study.

1
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r
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III. -METHODOLOGY '

Study.Desigh
- -,

. 0
In the interest of identifying factors which influenced professional

4,,- r
V % a a

attrition from medical technology a descriptive study was designed utilizing .

.
.

. ,

,a survey instrument.: The researcher reviewed' the literature and several -
. ,

. . . . .

questionnaires which had 1Y-den used to survey medical technologists' atti- ,

tudes and job and needs satisfaction to gather appropriate content and format

- information for this instrument. The survey constructed/consisted,,of three.

A
parts. / 4

part I was designed to collect demographic data on the sample population

and to'determine the mean number'of years the respondents practiced as

medical technologists prior to their attrition. Part II consisted of

18 factor statements which reflected the areas of dissatisfactionfor

the medical technologist as Aescribed by four factor categories. Part III

was incorporated to assess desire to return to the field and to identify
6 A

. ,,measures which would serve as incentives for this return.

Part Ii of the instrument required several revisions to eliminate

redundancy and yet maintain sufficient st atements'to describe each cata-

goty and the desire to maintain an instrument of reasonable length. The
A/3.

38 factor statements were divided among the four categories as follows':

Domestic Fors, eight items; Job Related Factors sutocat rized into Self-
/

Actualization, ten items and E;teeT, ten items; Profession Related Factors,

seven items; Higher Education Factors, three ttems., Table I illustrates '

the content reflected by the items used for each category:. The items 4,

iwere randomly sequenced in the survey instrument,

gr.

11 11

.t



4 TABLE I

' CONTENT OF ITEM35USE6 TO DESCRIBE CATEGORIES'
IN PART, II OF THE.SURVEY INSTRUMENT

4

CATEGORY CONTENT OF ITEMS.

DomestieFactoyi Chinge'of life status
Dependents, home responsibilities

' 1 7 s p , 4 , , Inability toifind a job as a Mt
Health heasons' r
Income inadequate for support

-Husband prefers wife'at home,
r2.. Job Related,

Factors
A. Self- .

.Actualization

B. ,Esteem

4

3. Profession
Related Factors

Chosen career actually a job
LaCk.of sense of accomplishment

.

Lack of-responsibility commensurate. wilt,.
education. ,

Lack Of opportunity to develop new skills
Lack.of challenge of the work
Overeducation for the work
Routine nature of the work
Lack of career advancement potential
Lack ofontjnuing education opportunities %.
Underutilization of knowledge and skills

Lack of motivation bPsuperiors
Job insecurity
Lack of 'input to decisions made\
Lack of credit for input to quality of
patient care ,

Stressful work
Low salary
Little recognition' given by, superiors

Little prestige associated with beirig a MT

Lack of support from the professional
associations

Lack of professional awareness among the
members of the profession. '

. Isolation from other health.careprofessions
Lack of professional support froril superiors
Lack of recognition as a profession
Lack of status of the profession

4, Higher Education t MT always intended to be a temporary career
Factors Low salary a cause to change fields ti ,-

Continuing education necessitated leaving the ,

field

A

1' 12
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a. . I ,Pilot Test of the Survey Instrument., ,
.

4 ;,:4* .
.

4,

"
. I

q
ad

'14 ! NS. .
'. .. fa d d

Seyen: active medical technolimi:sts.were to complete the 'survey ',- A . 4

instrument and indicate their 'time of compfeti9n. Tke mean time of ',
, . -. a,,

. completion was 'detennineri as 38 minutes." To,assess tre'clarity of the
. .

., . f ; d

, % i , -" iinstrumentent these seven judges were reguelted to comment on the sui-veyat! .4 .
5 '/ at /

d 'SS . 1

cohstructjon that :warranted than in its format or content. To Assess
- .

, : - ,
xls .the factor to categorycongrte ct judges were requ'ested to classify

... ,..-. , ...,
, the 38 factor's *Pant II intb the four cat6nories, which wcte described.

.. .

.
Yor,em, by ligtirg the factor number urgi the category that best . -

. 7
described it. To evaluate the compatibility of the judges' classifica-

4. . .,.5

'tion with each other and with the researcher (a total of eight jams)
'. - ' ._

and analysis of valliance to estimate interjudge reliability was used. l5
../. 4

The estimated reliability oftfhe mean of the eight judges using this measu-

rement was .r8 = .93., .
, . t

The resultof the 'pilot test established that the instrument was
- .

. ,

4...c1eir 'and upderstandable tel< those completing it, .and that .the time for .

.0
SI

completion was, reasonable. Based on these results the survey..was deemed

acceptable for 'use in the study.
41. /
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Identification of the Sample Populatibn and Data Collection

k /

pt. In, order to maintain a holrogeneoq sample, the study included only medical

technologists certified by theAmerican Society of Clinidal Pathologists. (ASCPX
. JAG,-

who had attained AStP certification Itom 1965 to'1979. Identification of the

sample population was compliX because recordspn those who.have left the field
o-

are not kept by professional associations. The process utilized to accomplish

tine task was indirect 19 nature and required several Mailings:* Figure 1 illus-
..

trates the, process used.
I .4.

.

In the first mailing, two letters were, sent to ttie E cation Coordinator

or Department Head of each of the 44`existing medical techno logy training pro-
.344.

grams in the State of Illinois And four such programs which had recently been 'rz,'

._

I

discontinued. One was a letter of introduction and the iecond,a letter revest-
y

ing that the Tgram official send the researcher a list of the names and ad-

dresses of.their graduates from 1965 to 1979. The responses to,tblis mailing

Varied in the information sent. Only eight of the 23 schools that'responded

to this request forwarded complete

forwarded the names and addresses

lgeft the profession or

.
respbnses created twp gPou

graduation lists. The remaining respondents

of any graduates whom they knew had definitelI

ey questioned as still being in the profession. The

s of graduates to be contacted. Dpe,group of graduates

a

whose status in the profession was unknown, and one group who had been identified .
t 6

as out off the field.

'The second milling was to.the graduAe.of the first group who were sent a

letter explaining the nature of the study and defining the term 'attrition' and
. . i

.
. ,

a pre-stamped postcard questionnaire. The graduates were requested to complete

the postcard questionnaire indicating their current status as a practitioner in

the profession, and return it to the researcher. ,Those who raturned
4
the postcard -

. . .
,, \

indi atfng they had left the field, or would be leaving at a specified timescom--

4!
*

prise part of the recipients of the thqd mailing who were sent a letter ex-
, .

plaining the study and requesting that they complete and return the enclosed

I 1 i

4
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FIGURE 1

SCHEME FOR IDENTIFICATION OF STUDY SAMPLE '4'

,(i)*\ Education coordinators, M. T. Dept. Heads

(48 M.T. Programs in Illinois).

Graduation Lists

,.# (1965t 179)

Unknown Status
*

in M.T,

(II) Postcard
Obt of M.T.

Names of those known

to have left M.T.

"Questionnaire

a

* Indicates number and sequence of mailings 4

Sample Populatidn

.

(III) SURVEY
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survey. ., -
. .

. Siqce the second grquo 4oraduates had been previously identified as out
.

, . ,

of the profession tlie.,Oreliminaryapbstcard mailina was eliminated.. These
a'

graduates comprised thethma9d of the third mailinb and were sent only the
1 ., 7 :

the letter,describing 06:4tudy and requesting that they participate b., completing
,

4 ' i a

,
,

and'returtaing the questionnaire enc19sed,
.

.

.

The fi al.s mple .popipitionwas identified by, the respon es to the third
.

0 ' ,
. -

mail ink. t was Cornpriselpf thos9:graduat6s who indicated they had left the
. N'

prbfessio$ those,graduate* whawfiadicatedthey had made the, decision to

at a spici
Ile A

d 'time, those graduates whom the prograh official had indicated,

4 as no longer in the prof6sion. A single follow-up mailing was gent to the

( s .

survey recipients three-weeks after,the initia) surveys were ma4,. iled.
. . . t : .

Data Analysis
, ,
The statistical computati

button, percentage of respibnse an

4-

were descriptive in nature: Frequency distri-

median scores were most commonly used. In

taliftiOn to these statistics the m as utilized as the measure of central

..,

tendency when interval datk were available. ,Due to the Ordinal data retrieved

. T "2'

.

from the responses to thliqfactor statements the median score was used to rank
. ..

ric cOmpar,e the importance qf the factors to the res pondents.

I

a lb

:
: 1.

,
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... .. . , .
Response'Rates on the Mailings

. 'Table II:illustrates' the
.
response,rates obtained from: 1)-the mailing. .

4 7
I -

.

IV. RESULTS'

,(
to the program official Of the sctiools of meOical.technOlogy; 2) the postcards

mailed to the graduates Whose status in the profession was unknown; 3) the

surveys mailed to prospective participants in the study. The response rate

percentage is Lased on those items mailed and considered to have reached the

addresiee in reletidn to those returned to the researcher.

Table II, illustrates that 23 schools of medical technology rea$onded.

Of Oese; one school official indicated the school would be unable to parti-

cipate and tlo school officials indicated they were. unable. to release names,

,.( andaddnetses of graduates because of school policy.

In aneffort iti-teritact the greatest number of graduates the researcher
.

_inailerthe letters explaining the sturdy, the surveys, and stamped envelopes

tp' the schoolofftcials unable to release names and addresses of g raduates

and requested that they mall' the surveys to their graduates meeting the study's

definition of attripon themselves. The school officials were coocerativeyand

honored this.:reguest.

Table IL reports a survey responsirate of 83% which is a denostration of

the willingness of the sample group to participate in this study. Of the 93

surveys returned, ten were not acceptable for analysis. Nine of these ten were

rejected because the tresponederits did not meet the study's definition of -4

, attritir frominedical technology. The remaining.surve; was improper*,

collated which necessitated its removal from the sample population., This. resul-

ted in the final sample pool of el/surveys. Of these .surveys returned, 55% -

inclucled respondent's comments which is another indication of the sample group's.

17
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TABLE II
.

RESPOSE RATES ON MAILINGS

a

4

.
4

NUMBER RETURNED ,.r.
. NUMBER INACCURATE NUMBER PERCENT

klAILING TO: -SENT. ADDRESS RESPONSE RESPONSE

.'Schools of .

. Medical 48' ,
___ / .23,

Technology
. ,

1 . 1.,
.

-

--'. Postcards.
, .

.
.

to Graduates 4R1 108 186

(

I

Su eye to
P ctive 120 .

Pa ticipants

1

.4

4

0-

'1

1

0

54'

93 83

41

8 4

4

a.

V

4,
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willingness tg participate, this study and to'convey their insights and

opinions to the researcher.

Demographic Characteristics of the Sample Population

2..."""---

Table III nts a summpry of the demographic data obtained from Part I
. I

of thesurvey. Table IV presents ipformation describing, the sample population

in terms of ages, year of ASCP certificalion, number of years experience as 'a
ye

medical technologist, and number of years as a member of the American
.

Society,

for Medical Technology (ASMT).

Table III illustrates that the gender of the sample population is 74.4% fe- ,

male, an 25.3% male, which is consistent with th current percentages of practi-

tifoners in medical technology. Table IV shows that'the mean age of the sample

Ms 31 years, the mean year of certification as MT(ASCP) is 1972, and that the
r

.

...meal; number of years of experience as a medical technologist is 4.5 years.
.

.Inspectionstf the statistical data reveals that the sample populattonis skewed
%.,..

.

in favor of as population which is less than 33 years of age. This is consistent

with the ageitStribution normally associated with medical..teohnology.

Table III 1,11'ustrdtes that the sample is composed largely of Baccalaureate

degree people. Of the sample, 26.5% are currently in school and are working
, ".*

toward another degree. The most ponmon degree pursued is the Master degree, 13.4,
.. ----- .

followed by the fessional degree, 9.6%.

The profession associations that represent clinical laboratory profesponals

are the ASCR and the ASMT. Table I I demonstrates activity in these asso iations,

by the data on ASCP registration and ASMT member in. Current ASCP regist ation
, .

s ,

is maintained by 74.7% of the respondents, and 5 .8% of the respondentsrindicated

they had been members of the ASMT. Table IV indicates the average length of time

as an ASMT member is.2:8 years, but there is no indication that membership is ASMT'

19 r
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TABLE III
..

SUMMARY OF DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

DESCRPTIVE.CATEGORY PERCENT RESPONSE (X)
,

Dist ibutigriof Respondents by sex: ,Female
' Male

Higgfest education attdined:

....
S e college (no degree)

so late degree (AA or AS)

I
74.7
25.3
a

1.2
-

Bacca aureate degree (BA or BS) 79.5
Master degree (MA, MS, MEd, MBA) . 10.8
ootorate (PhD, EdD) 2.4
rofessional degree (MD, DDS, JD, LLB) 6.0

t rrent school status:
Hot in school

4

71,1
In school: Full time 12.0

Part time 16.9

Working toward a degree: 26.5
Type of degree:
Associate degree (AA or AS) 2.4
Baccalaureate degree (BA or BS),
Master degree (MA, MS, MEd, MB o
Doctorate (PhD, EdD)

13.3
0.0

Professional degree (MQ, DDS, JD, LLB)- - 9.6
Other 1:2

tatus of ASCP egUtration:
Currently regi tered
-Hot currently egistered
ASCU certififation other than MT

74.7
240.

2.4
-

Membership in ASMT:
At 110 .time a member 48.2

_Studentjmember only s 13.3`

Active member-only 28.9
Both student and active member ;. 9.6

Laboratory setting at ldst employment as a MT:
Hospital 80..7

Clinic I 7.2
Private' laboratory 2.4

Research laboratory 2.4

Industrial laboratory. 2.4

Other 3.6

3

4--
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TABLE III (Continued)

SUMMARY OF DEMOGRAPHIC DATA'

V

S,

DESCRIPTIVE CATEGORY
:

.

_% PERCENT RESPONSE (%)

f
Laboratory section of primary responsibility:
Clinical Chemistry , .

Clinical Hematology
.

Clinical Microbiology
Immunohematology (Blood Bank) ,

Immunology
'Serology

.
,-

)

,

-
-

, 31.3

19.3
. 16.9

-7.2

, 2.4_ .

*z'

Urinalysis
General Laboratory
Other

Employment capacity,at iast employment: .

Staff technologist
Educa,tor (Education Coordinator or facuLty

member in School of MT)
Section Supervisor
Laboratory Manager
Other

.

Current employment status:
WA currently employed
full time employment

. -

Part time emplbyment
More,than one job . ,

Typb of employment:a
In health'care'field' r

In non-health care field
Nospecification given a

..

.

/

2. 11*
7.3

-. .

77.1,
,

0.0
9.6
7.2
6.0 ,

33.7

49.4
13.3
3.6

32.7

61.8
.5 5

it

.

.

4

a0f those employed

I

4

P

.3

2f / .
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TABLE IV

MEAN AND RAW OF RESPONDENT AGEtTEAR OF .CERTIFICATION,
YEAR9rOF EXPERIEXCE, D YEARS AS ASMT MEMBER

DESCRIPTIVE CATEGORY RANGE .

Age in yearsa

Year of MT(ASCP)'
Certification

Years of. experience as a
medical technologist

Years' ak ASK, memberb

31 24-59
.

1972 1965-1978
.

4.5

2.8

1-14 c

1-14 f

a
To the nearest whole number

Student, Active or Both

I

. r

A

1.1

4

.

22.0

0/

AP

S.

1 :.
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continued after the' respondents' professional attrition.

TabletIII.also illustrates thAt 80.7% of the sample group were last em-

ployed.at a medical technologist in a hospital setting, and 7.2% fast worked

in i clinic setting. Four respondent; indicated the 'Other' categoryi *Fee of

these were employed in both a hospital and clinic, one of these indicated last

employment in a hospital research laboratory. Considetation of those who last
.

.

worked in a clinical laboratory. (i.e., hospital, clinic11, private laboratory)
4

setting accounts-for 93% of the sample population.

Within their laboratory setting the respondents showed a wide distribution

in laboratory section responsibilities. Table III illustrates that the highest

percentages were shown,in clinical chemistry, 31.3%, followed by clinical

hematology, 19.3%, clinical microbiology, f6.9%, and genyal laboratory, 12.0%

Urinalysis was not considered an area_of primary responsibility to the sample

population, but it was indicated as part of the responsibilities of those in the

general laboratory group.

Table III illustrate that 77. 'l% of the respondents were staff technolonists

during their last employment as a medical technologist. Five respondents placed

themselves in the "Other" category. Their capacities were as follows: faculty
,

in the department of medicine; combined role of staff technologist, educator, and

section. supervisor; assistant department supervisor; project manager.

.As Table III demonstrates that 66.3% of the sample, group are currently employed,

with 32.7% of these respondents indicating employment within health care and 61.8%

of these respondents indicatitig employment in non-health care fields.

.

,

F.
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Factor Influence 'Professional Attrition

The participan were requested to respond to each of the factor stateqents of .

Part II.of the survey. The range,of responses was '1' indicating Strong Influence,

'2' indicating Moderate Influence, 1,*3' indicatirig Weak Influence and '4: indicating

Hot a Factor. The higher the median score shown on the following tables the less

the influence of
.

the factor on the professional attrition of this sample pop-

ulat4T.

Total sample poplilation data demonstrate that the most influential factors

contributing to the professional attrition of the total sample population are

of Category 2: Job Related .a.ctorsYspecifically factors relating. to the need

of self-actualization. The otlgr factor categories are,not supported by these

data as influencing the professional attrition of the total sample population.

Division of the total sample - population into Domeitic and Non-DOmestic

Groups was done ecause oft two facts, first, child rearing had been cited as a

`fact6?-influenct g atiHtion from medical technoiogy7and second, the researcher

noted that participants who indicated responsibility to dependents at home,

Factor 7, had a strong to moderate influence on their attrition also indicated

they would4cop§ideq a return to the work of the medical t(chnologist. These

A

responses indicated that reasons unrelated to the profession may be most

influential on the professional attrition of these resoondents. There were 2

participants who demonstrated these responses and they were claisified as the,
Domestic Group. The remaining 61 participants indicated that Factor 7 had either

a weak influence or no ihfluenCe on their professional attrition and these were

thethe Non-Domestic Group. Analysis +the Domestic and the Non-
. / . .

Domestic Groups' was 'done in an attempt to confirm or reject child rearing aka
/

factor influential on the attrition of the medical technologist, and to identify
.

,

factors mor%ildigenous to the profession which were influential in causing
.

,

.
..-

.
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0
professional attriti2n)(Tables V, VI) VII, VIII illustrate the data obtained from

the separate analysis of the Domestic and Non - Domestic Groups.

Domestic Group median score& of Table VIII illustrate that Domestic Factors

1----11,_7 and 29 are each a strong 0 moderate influence on the decision of this, group

" df.respondents to leave medica\technology. Tables, V, V1,0II, and VIII also

illustrate that no other factors received a median score greater than 3.00,

indicating that they had a very weak or no influence on the attrition of4the

rlespondents of this group. These data support the fact that for the Domestic

Group the only factors influencing attrition relate responsibilities to home

and family and arenot ?elated to the factor cate0 ies suggested in this study.

Non-Domestic Group median scores of Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII, illustrate

that several of the factors influenced the professional attrition of this group

of resppndents. The factors most influential on attrition were of the Job Related

Factors category. Table V illustrates that 16 of the 20 factors in this-category

show a median score of less than 2.78 indicating some influence on attrition.

The strongest contributing factor to the attrition of thisigroug isFactor,27

(median score 1.32) which reflects frustration with lack of career advancement

potential.

Table VI shows,the median scores of the factors of the Profeskifjelated
_,/

Factors category. Factors 14, 24, and 36 have median scores that indicate they

had/moderate - weak influence on the attrition of this group. These factors

address the level of recognition and status given to the profession by othbr

health care professions and the level of professional support given to

laboraians by their supervisors, pathologists, and medical staff,.

table VII illustrates that of the Higher Education Factory category only

Factor 13 could be considered to have had a moderate - weak contribution to

0

25 0
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.4 TABLE V
00 .

HEAR SCORE OF JOB RELATED FACTORS INFLUENCE
BY DOMESTIC AND NON-DOMESTIC GROUPS

*0

-JOB RELATED FACTORS . ;

A
A- Self-Actualization

5.:1 felt frustrated when I realizad the career. I had trained for was

lithe more...thy/a routine job. .

.
,

-
,

n. I seldom had. the feeling'that I was really accomplishing something

worthwhile in my lab position as a MT.
, ...

- 16. The.fact that rwas performing the same tasks as those with a
leSser education and training became fOustrating to me.

- of

18. I It I had little opportunity to develop new skill and.know-
,

ledg in lab' position. .,

' 20. I felt laJ1 atory work was not challenging for Al

al. I felt I was Uireducated as a MT.to%the extent that,mY. training
was not realistic for,the actual Work functions of a MT. :

23. I wa, disencharitdd with the.r utini of lab work.-.)

no room career advancement; was27' I felt that MT had for I in ,.

dead end .jot;.

a, .

, .
.

.

1
..

28. 1 was seldom, if ever, allowed to attend a continuing education .

'experience 'during workihg hdOrs and without loss.of pay.

I had little opport to utilize the knowledge of laboratoryto

26
, medicines I possess since I. working as OT.

3.69 1.42

F

3.84 2.78

.

3.80 3.04

0..

3.84 2.18

3.95 / , 2:03

3.84 2.24

3.75

3.80

3.88 3.35 t
.. \

. .

3:88 2:36

MEDIAN SCORE . .

DOMESTIC. NON- DOMESTIC

2.06

1.32 t .4

V.

4
.

, ..
%.

1,0
, I

.

2"
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TABLE V (Continued)

MEDIAN SCORE OF JOB RELATED FACTORS INFLUENCE
BY DOMESTIC AND NON-DOMESTIC GROUPS

V JOB RELATED FACTORS

B.. Esteem .

6. I feltIthere was little effort made by the lab supervisors and,admin-
istrators to provide me with experiendes that could keep me motivated.

8. I felt my job wasc insecure and that I could be easily. replaced.

10. I felt I had-little input orifeffect on the decisions that were made
in my lab concerning how the work was performed, i.e., the wort'
schedule. .

12. As the invisible member of the lihlth care team I felt I was not
credited with having input to the qualityof patient care.

4

17. I felt the work of a MT was too stressful for the salary and recog-
nition given Its performance.

19. I felt my salary was too low for the training I underwent and 'the

work I performed. .

26.

IlftgtogelO;bg

31. I felt there wa
l.

37. I felt the laboratory supervisor had little respect for the

7

t bench practitioner.

felt that the other hospital services gave little recognition
to the laboratory for either the work performed or its.persont nel.

s little recognition given by the laboratory adMin-
e goocrworksperformed.

A

s little prestige associated with beihg a MT.

38.

I

MEDIAN SCORE -^

DOMESTIC- NON-DOMESTIC

"
3.84

4.00

1.88

3.90

3.69 2.22

3.80 2:32

3.54 2.46
4

3.75 2.27

3.75 2.31

3:88

3.84 3.23.

.3.75 2c36

. ?8 4
29

p.
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1
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TABLE VI

MEDIAN SCORE OF PROFESSION RELATED FACTOM INFLUENCE

BY DOMESTJ AND NON-DOMESTIC GROUPS

PROFESSION RELATED FACTORS

3. I felt the lay public knows very little about the role of the
care.

4. I felt there was Clack of professional support from the MT professional
associations. 3.93

t

9. The MT field is so .heterogeneous in terms of levels of training and education
that I found it difficult to find a true professional awareness among its

. members.. , ,
i

. 3.84 .

. .
...,

3.,50

. 3.37

.1

3.31

14 I felt the MT profession wasisolated from and unrespected by the rest of
the health care professions. 3.75 2518

24. I felt there was a laCk of professional support from the laboratory
supervisors, pathologists, and ithe medical staff. 3.75 . 2.10

33. I was tired of having to explain what a MT is and then still be, called
a nurse. 3.80 , 3.15

t 36. The field did-not offer the prestige or status in health caf.e feel F"I need

as 'e professional. 4 3.88 , '2,64
qo

30
r.

ti

r.

50

31



TABLE VII

MEDIABLSCORE OF HIGHER EDUCATION FACTORS INFLUENCE

BY DOMESTIC ANC:CNN:DOMESTIC GROUPS

HIGHER EDUCATION FACTORS
MEDIAN SCORE

'DOMESTIC NON - DOMESTIC

I

4
I had always intended that MT would be only a tftnporary profession P ,
until I realized my real career goal. , 1 3.80 _ ' 3.77

. .

11. I felt my income was too low and I decidelto riher my education as
a way to enter a different profession with a higher income potential.

22. I wanted to continue my education and had to leave the profes sion to
do so.

3.95

3.95

2.73

3.72

32

1

1

7

4

,

33
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TABLE VIII ,

MEOIhti5CORE OF 6pMESTIC FACTORS INFLUENCE

BY DOMESTIC "AtiD NON-DOMESTIC GROUPS

DOMESTIC FACTORS

S

ba

MEDIAN SCORE
DOMESTIC NON-DOMESTIC

1. My life status changed and I no longer need to work.

7. I have dependents at home whom I cannot a ve.
(children, disabled persons, etc.)

4

I was'unible to find a A as a MT.when I finished my training.

25. 'my health will not permit me to work:

.29. My family and home require my fdll attention.-

30 I relocated and was unable to f'ind a job as a MT,

"'

34. I felt' my income was too low to support myself and / or my family
and I. changed fyds to earn a higher salary. Y.

my hUsband preferred that I.not work outside our home.35.

1.46 3.95

1.08 3.97

4.00 4.00

4.00 3.97

1.08 , 3.96

4.00

3.95 2.71

3.54 3.98
3

Jc

1

a

34

o.

44

.1

I

35 .
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the attrit ion of this group. Factor 13 addressed the issue of the income

r

received by medical technologists.- This same issue was addressed in different

rays in Factor. 29 of the Job kelated 'Factors category (Table V) and Factor 34

/

of the Domestic Factors category (Table VIII). The median scores given to these
t. .. .

.

three factors (,2.73, 2.27, and 2.71 respectively). indicate that income had'a

moderate - weak influence on the professional attrition of the Hon- Domestic Group.

Table VIII shows the median scores of the factors of the Domestic Factors

category, Only Factor 34 shows a mo erate -.weak contribution to the attrition

of this group aewas discussed ab e. The other factors of this group had

negligible inTence On attritiOn.

It is interesting to note that Factors 15 and 30 received median scones

of 4.00 by both the Domestic and Non-Domestic Groups. Both factors address jpitic

availability in the orofession and for this samplcoopulation inability to find

6 a job was not a factor contributing to their decision to leave tht profession.

This can be interpreted as evidence which supports the fact'that vacancies at the

technologiA level exist:but a strict correlation to this fact cannot be made

frdgi this study.

Desire to.Return to Medical Technology

4

In Part III of the survey a series of statements were offered to the respondents

in the interest of determining what strategies might be developed to entice therk,

and others like them, back to the field. These strategies might also increase.
4

the attracts of the field to orospective studehts and increase the retention

.

of trained technologists.

The respondents were asledto indicate if they would consider, returning to

the medical technology' field. Those who responded affirmatively were asked to ..

mark the statements which would provide, then an incentive to return and then'rank
/ . ..

..,

,.
the.three most important of these statements: '1' indicating Most Important,

. .
. .

'2' indicating More Important, and '3' indicating Important.

36



`
Table IX presents the percentages of the Domestic Group, Non:Domestic

Group, and total, sample population who cNe k particular incentive state-
.

ment .and the median score of that statement based on the ranking data.

Stitements that 4.11qe not tanked by the respondents were Riven a value of

'4'; therefore, median scores greater thin '3' 4ndicate the statement was not,

,"ranked often by the respondents an is hot an important incentive to them

as a group.
.

/
\

Table IX illustrates that none of the incentive statements offered'

were considered important by amajority of the Non-Domestic Group or by the

total sample population., The Domestic Group scores indicate'that the

availability of a retraininj grogram in current laboratory techniques would

s
be an incentive to 86.4% of its group. This incentive statement is the on,ly

.

bne which shows a median score within the '1' to '3' ranking system and is

Consistent with the fact that 100% of the respondents in this, group indicated

they would consider a return to the medical technology field.

37
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TABLE IX

PERCENT CHOOSING AND RANK MEDIAN SCORE GIVEN TO INCENTIVE STATEMENTS

BY DOMESTIC GROUP, NON-DOMESTIC GROUP, AND TOTAL

INCENTIVE STATEMENTS

DOMESTIC
GROUP
n= 22
t MS

Financial rewards more attractive

Child care facilities made available:

54.5 3.85

54.5 3.65

Increased opportunities for career advancement to more
challenging position

Increased opportunites for continuing education, preferably
based at the employment site .

36.4 3.95

50.0 3.71

Placing a MT member on the health care team who would make
patient rounds with the other teammembers (MD, Nurse, etc.) 13.6 3.92

MT responsibilities expanded to include patient and staff
education where it concerns correct preparation for lab tests 27.3 4.00

Defined, tasks within the laboratory appropriate to the level
'of education and training attained 401).9.3.92

Rotation through laboratory sections*,to use knowledge giined
in training and to keep current with new practices instituted 54.5 3.81

Availability of a 'retraining program in`current laboratory 0
techniques for those whohave been away from the field for

. a long period oftime . ,/,-------$6:1\,2.40

Other
le 50.0 3.65

NON-DOMESTIC
GROUP
n= 61

% MS

TOTAL
. POPULATION

n= 83 .

% MS

36.1 3.79 41.0 3.81

1.6 3.913 15.7 3.93.

41.B t, 3.75 39.8 3.87

26.2 3.96 32.5 3.91

26.2 3.88 22.9 3.89

37.7 3.95 34.9 3.96

29.5 3.93 32.5 3.92

24.6 , 3.91 32.5 3.89

'
.

t1.1 3.89 45.8 3.74

18.0 3:88 26.5 3.83

39
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. , '" V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS .

il

-

. Of the sample population 'identified having left the field of medical'.

f

. .

teChnology, 93 surveys ire returned to give a responsk rate of 83%. The 'final

. sample pool was comprige0611-8 surveys; 74.7%.10 this sample pool were female:
N

d 25. % were male. Of those who responded 93% were lastmployed,a? a medical

et

4

,technblogist in_g, clinical.1a4oratory setting, and 66.3% indicated thatithey ...

; .
--..

% #

1P'' . II
0

.were currently-employed. .
.

,,

. . .1.

4',

'Factor influence data were.used to illustrate thd strength of influAlioe-

various factors had op professional attrition. Analysis of responses Of the 0"4.q

0 i

revealedtotal sample population nirevealed that only two factbrs demonstrated strong to
ti

moderate influence on attrition. Both of these factors were of Category 2:

. -

Job Relat=zAuLL,ors, and reflected frustration with medical technology as a career

(Factor 5) and lack career advancem potential (Factor 27). Category 1: --

'Domestic'faftors, C tegory 3: Profession Related Factors, and Catenary 4:

Hi her Education Fa ors were not supported by data as Ovina a Strong or moderate

influence an' the orofe tonal rition the.total sample population.
.

Separatidn of the total sample pbpulation into Domestic and Nan-Dbmestic

Groups revealea difference in the factors influencing the professional attrition

. of the respondent's in each group. Data from the. Domestic Group a nalysis indicated

that only factors from Category 1: Domestic Factors that related to'home and

Tamily.responsibfltties (Factors 1, 7, 29) influenced theiir_professibnal /attrit n.

All otheedata from the analysis of tbe Domestic Group rejected the other factor

- .

categories as being influential on the decision of these respondents to 1
.

4 . .

medical techriology7. . .

Analy;is ofitheMon-Doirestte Group ifidicated that the primary factors
4

- showing a.strong to moderate influence on the professional attrition of the

responddnts in this group were from Category°2: Job Related Facto1, rs+, These

0

K.

.
4 . -

.
. 16. .

% .14 4.. i

4 t. 4
WWI
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factors.addrossed frustration with meaicil technology as a career (Factor 5),

lack of motivating experiences provided by superiors (Factor 6), disenchantment
*

*

-with the routine of laboratory work (Factor 23), and lack of career advancement nt

potential (Factor 27). Factors 2, 23, and 27 reflect a def*ciencyof tie need of

self-actualization and Factor 6 reflects a deficiency of the need of OteeM.

Cate gory 1: Domestic Factors, Category 3: Pfofession Related Factors, and

. _Category. 4: Higher Education Factors were not supported as having a strop, or

moderate influence on the professional attrition of this group of responden

, .

.

was undertaken. Indication of consideration of a return was made by 68.7% of the

.

Domestic Group and 57.4% of the Non-Domestic Group would consider such a return.

A list of :incentives to return to medical technology was,presented to the

respondents. While each statement orthe list was chosen by some of the

respondents, pone of the s tatements was chosen by a majority of either the total

sampl7population o'r by the Non-Domestic Group. One incentive statement was

An assessment of consideration of return to medical technology by ?he sample

total samPle population. The divided sample demonstrated that 100% of the

chosen by 86.4% of the Domestic Group, however, ad this statement referred to

availability of a retraining program for those who had been away from thg field

..for a period of time. .

.

These results indicate that Several varied reasons contribute to the
.4

professional attrition of the medical technoldeists of this study. Some of 0

these reasons relate to the stage of fife of the respondents, i.e., child rear-.

ing, and many relate to the-nature of the work of the medical technologist and

thOeficiency of satisfaction of peeds important to the.mediCal ,technologist.
g

4

I )
9' 41.
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VI. DIUUSSION

. .

(ihe field of Medical Technology has evolved more rapidly than the norm, due

in part to the rapid technological advances the post World War II era, and in

part to the philosophy of this country that good quality health care servit

10.12
must be avialabl to all. 'This rapid changeis evidenceby the rapid growth of

0
the number of practitioners, as well as by the increased number of levels of

specialization and the variety.of the backgrounds of the practitioners within the

field.
12

One of the cohsequenCes of this rapid growth may be termed an identity

crisis which is causing many members of this scientific discipline AD Ate

and askertinent questions of themselves and their profession.

One of these questions is the focus of this research. This study attempts

to answer the question 'What factor contribujes to the professional attrition

, of train d and skilled Medical Technologists?". 1

responses made by,the study's participants. It is between these extremes that
0 .

important areas that did cootribute to attrition were Found. '

The most prominent ofAthese areas was the Job Related Factors category

which dealt with the satisfaction of the needs of self-actualization and esteem.
v:

,

,Within this category themost influential factors reflected frustration that a
,

chosen career was actually no pore than a job (Factor 5) and that it was also

a dead end,job (Factor-2/j; these factors were followed closely by the feeling

, that supdriors did little to motivate the respondents in fhei401cr work (Factor, 6).

Of the 38 factors listed in the survey which were potentially influential

on professional attrition, it i s important to note that Factors 15 and , whicfi

!

related to the availability' of employemot in the profession, were consistent

rated as having no influence on professional attrition. It is also cleAr that

none of the factors was consistently chosen as being a strong "influenCe on

.

professional attrition. These trio results represent the extremes 6!.the possible

43)
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Two other factors of this category were shown to have a moderate influence on

attrition and'these reflected a lack of chAllenge of the work (Factor 20) and .

a disenchantment withjts routine nature (Factor 23). ConsiLnt with thiti

patierr;, although showing a slightly less influence on attrition, were the

responses to the,factors which reflected that the respondents had been over-
%

educated for the Actual work they performed (Fa7tor 21) and experienced a lack

of opportunity to utilize the knowledge of laboratory medicine once they actually

began working (Factor 32). %

All of these factors; with the exception of Factoi. 6, relate to the need of

4

self-actualization and indicate oat deficiencyspf the satisfaction this need

is most influential 0 professional attri ion of this study's participants. In

-atrast, although Alwald and attesofi, et . fbund 6 great deficiency of satis-

faction ofthe need of espem,Jhe resufi's'of thi4study do not indicate that

*

the deficiency of setisfactio f thneed contributes strongly to professional

attrition. 699 s

The researgher eqeves that the deficiency'of satisfaction of the need of
41,

self-actualization,4s central oo the identity crisis of the medical technologist.

. ' lav
French deicribes sW-actualization as the,"development of a close fit between

the concepts "of the real self add the ideal self".4 The medical technologist

expiriences education and training that produces an "ideal self",and then

. v.
experiencesAatiorksnviron ent where that ideal can never become a reality.,

4 *i
Educators of medical technologists are capable,of *Id indeed do produce

new technologist ready to perform a "role in the medical and scientific miliep

equal ,to nsUltant to the physician in the areas of research and development
N .

in labarator iiidicne, choice of laboratory test/s, 4nd clinical significance

of the laboratory test results obtained. Upon graeuation these new technologists

I'

are met,Kith a workfenvirdnsent that gives them responsibility for the production

43
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and reporting of laboratory test results only. In light of this current

utilization of medical technologists ttye e graduates are overeducated beyond

'reality and into frustration.

The continual production of tec nologists whose pote teal is wasted merely

results in increased attrition, as this study illustrates, and is detrimental to,
,

the profession. A resolution of this dilemma May be to re-evaluate the require-
%

s
.

ments for the baccalaureate degree in'Medical Technology. The re- evaluation

process should be performed under conditions which focuses the process on the

primary responsibility of health professiohals, i.e., patient card. These

conditions would foster a climate within which the education and training of the =

medical techno logist woulthidesigned to meet the demands of the role of the medical

technologist in providing and promoting health care.

This role of the medical technologist requires much clarification, however,

wad will be defined only when thatrole is seen in relation toother health.

professional roles and not as an iA0lated entity that impacts on oatient care.

The ro3e of the nedical technologist interacts with many other roles and as

Lysaught relates there is a congruency, and interdependence, of these roles. that]

should be incorP6rate8 into the role definition process.7 A unilateral

definition of the role of the ical technolooist in health care cao.only

produce an unrealistic percen of teat role and create an "ideal self" with'

no hope of attaining self-ac ualtization in the real work environment. This cans.

only perpetuate the identity cri 's .of the.medical technologist.

An example of an alternate esip to the present educational process that

may help to produce a more reali tically trained laboratory professional is the

formulation ofa0Pieer ladder,p gram f9r all prospective medical technologists.

This would alter the present norm of a four year e4cationa1 icommitment to attain

I.
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a Bachelor of.Science degree in Medical Technology bst making dntrance into the

baccalaureate program coptV,gerit on the stccessful completion of an associate

NI .

degree program for Medical Laboratory Technician and minimally two years of

laboratory experience inall aspects of the laboratory. At the\smne time the

baccalaureate educational experiences, of two years in duration, would be

stren9thened
%

and channeled into scientific, educational, and administrative

tracks designed to relate the role of the laboratorian to the other health

professions' roles in the provision.of patient care.

This type of program can provide.several resolutions to.conflicts within

the profess {on apd health manpower in general. First, professional awareness

would be enhanced by experience in the field and those opting for the advanced

degree, would do so with full knowledge of the attributes and demands of the

profession. tecond,Itcareer ladder concept would make career advancement a

built-in mechanism. Third, educating at the technician level would provide

staff practitioners well trained to produce accurate results needed for.patient

r care, but not for a wider range of responsibilities, which would decrease

frustration and foster more appropriate utilization of trained personnel based

on a realistic work situation. Fourth, this concept may allow for an expansion

of techniCian programs which would provide access to more individuals who

cannot afford a four year educational commitment. Fifth, this type of 'Program

would begin to bJild,credibillty.into the profession to meet the expanded role
is

of the technologist because it would produce professionals with more concen:

trated education in these areas, which would be supplemented by the laboratory

experience already attained.
-

''
.

f
.

U
I

,The baccaluareate degree could then build toward higher educational degrees

..

in specialities,which would begin to place the medical technologist on a peer
. .

...i level with medical and other scientific practitioners. Thig%peer recognition

,
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is essential to give the profession the tatus it deserves. At this poinl trOSe

in the profession would have a full and exciting range of possibilities opeii to

them.

The opinion of the researcher is that there is currently a,lack of

professional identity among rr ical technologists. This is supported by the fact

that although the GELB Study found dissatisfaction with the status and recognition

A
given to the profession among medical technologist practigoners, the Profession

r

Related Factors category of this study did not emerge as more than weakly

influential pn professional attrition.
11

The characterization of medical
.1

technology as an emerging profession is accurate because in some respects the

field has not reached the level of a profession: This is the reason that those

factors which would normally frustrate true professionals are not strong points

of dissatisfaction to this sample population.

The ASMT is striving, to bring the field to professional status. Bucher and
r

Stelling
.

state that "the reward.for success is autonomy and influence. the group

is accorded the competence to define prciblems, determine solutions, and monitor

the functioning of the system".1 The political overtones accompanying this

struggle are uncomfortable to and are often rejected by medical technologists who
SP

desirelio hold to the more altruistic mores of the helping profession. However,

in the arena of strong professional organizations all vying for autonomy and

status the political process may be the onlyroute t Dhow.

Two other areas described in the revi4 of the literature were addressed

by the study. The first of these was participation on the health care team.
__---

This was Imidered a strong motivator to,the medical technologist, bu results

indicated that lack of recognition of input to this team (Factor 12) wa a

moderite to 4eak influence on attrition. Also, two incentives ferFeturn to
.Je

#

...b
the field addressed the health care team and were chosen by only one -third of

%
.

!4`L''(

I
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those who would consider a 'return and was not ranked as one of the top three

by any of these. Secondly, information on the influence of stress of the

work of the medical technologist on attrition was sought ( Factor 17). While
a.

recognized as an inherent characteristic of the work, it was also shown to be

a moderate to weak,influence on attrition. These factors, tan, did not emerge

f:as strong reasons to leave the field.

i

The factors suggested by the.Cohen and Korperstudy of pregnancy, child
.

rearing,, and return, to school aslicauses for leaving the field obtained mixed

' support in this study.
3

Analysis of the separate groups within the total
.

.

sample population showed strong support for the first two of these factors in

the Domestic Group only, which comes as no surprise. The third factor met With
.

mild support in the Non-Domestic Group in that their responses showed it to be

a very weak influence on attrition. Ittappears that as reasons for leaving

the field, the stage of the respondent's. life wWmore important than the

desire to change fields through further educati6n.

The identity crisis of the propfession, therefore, surfaces at many diverse

points. There:is confusion even'among practitioners as to what comprises the
1

work of the medical technologist. This is evidenced by the fact.' that several

of the returned surveys were eliminatelfromlnalysis because t e respondents

were actually doing this work, but it a research setting rather than the clinical

laboratory setting. This again indicates a clearer role definition must be

found and that professional awareness is lacking.

The members of this field form disparate segments, found in this study-to

be differentiated by commitment to family versus 4ommitment to career. he

flexibility of the field which allows for a return by those who must, or desire
O

to, leaver for a period of time is to be applauded in light of the'needs and

varied aspirations of women today. The opiTrforttif the researcher is, It-1'13;7'6er,

that the attributes of the field which.allow for this flexibility are also those
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which are found -to be lacking the professional rigor sought by the more career

ri
loriented segment, i.e., intellectual and functional challenge.

If the medical, technology field is to providejncreasing numbers of quality

health professionals it must increase'its attractiveness as a profession. This

will entail earnest scrutiny of the goalsdof the profession, the educatiohal

"IN
preparation for the profeision, and the utilization of its professionals. The

shortage of technologists will grow unless a role can be defined that blends

with that of other health professionals and with the- education 1 investment

required. That role definition can only be facilitated through becoming-a

peer'to those with Whom medical technologists must work in the medical and

scientific milieu. This will allow the medical technologistto use the

professional attribute%f role negotiation, described by Bucher and Stelling,

with these grdups in order to define themselves and to assist themselves in

gaining control of the conditions impacting on the function of their role. It

will be this meshing of interests indtcollaboratime effort that ultimately, will

produce more highly satisfied and motivated medical technologists who have a

clearly defines professional identity. The researcher believes, his will attract

t
more people to e profession as well as decrease attrition from the profession:

Implications f rgFurther Study . I 4
,

1--
i

There is a.need for further study of the curriculum of the medical

technolbgy education programs in light of realistic roles for the technologist
a .

/

that show congruency with other health professiohs' roles. ,In accordance with
,

this should be a study on the feasibility, advantages, and disadvantages of the

career ladder approach, to achieving the level of medical technologist. This

approach would be truly innovative in health professions education and would

address proper utilization of Capabilities, as welt as incetased credibility

for expanded professiohtl roles.

4 I I 1115.
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A study to determine how medical technology is perceived by other

,professions and the public should also be ducted. Such a study may identify

areas which need to be addressed by the profession in, order to enhance or

alter those perceptions. 6

Lastly, this study of professional attrition should be replicated across

the nation to determine if the results proented are supported or if other

areas of concern are found. It is necessary to identify common areas which

influence the attrition Of medical technologist practitioners and to begin
.

correct the problems. Taking this type of responsible Action can res It in the

ir
recognition of Medical Technology as a profession responsive t e needs of its

members and to the patients, they serve.
,

%

7
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